Prediction of non-coding and antisense RNA genes in Escherichia coli with Gapped Markov Model.
A new mathematical index was developed to identify and characterize non-coding RNA (ncRNA) genes encoded within the Escherichia coli (E. coli) genome. It was designated the GMMI (Gapped Markov Model Index) and used to evaluate sequence patterns located at the separate positions of consensus sequences, codon biases and/or possible RNA structures on the basis of the Markov model. The GMMI was able to separate a set of known mRNA sequences from a mixture of ncRNAs including tRNAs and rRNAs. Consequently, the GMMI was employed to predict novel ncRNA candidates. At the beginning, possible transcription units were extracted from the E. coli genome using consensus sequences for the sigma70 promoter and the rho-independent terminator. Then, these units were evaluated by using the GMMI. This identified 133 candidate ncRNAs, which contain 29 previously annotated small RNA genes and 46 possible antisense ncRNAs. Furthermore 12 transcripts (including five antisense RNAs) were confirmed according to the expression analysis. These data suggests that the expression of small antisense RNAs might be more common than previously thought in the E. coli genome.